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Motospeed V70 gaming mouse (black)
Do you want to win in every game? Opt for the Motospeed gaming mouse, which will meet the expectations of even the most demanding
gamers. It allows up to 8 levels of DPI adjustment up to 12,000 and has been made to make you as comfortable as possible. 
 
Tailored to your needs
With Motospeed you'll be able to enjoy even more precision and smoothness. This mouse allows you to adjust the DPI in as many as 8
steps up to 12,000, and you can adjust it to your habits or gaming situation with just the press of one button. In addition, you can freely
program the second button so that its function, meets your needs. 
 
Complementing the gamer's zone
Motospeed will  become the perfect complement to your gaming zone. The mouse is  equipped with RGB backlighting,  which gives it  a
one-of-a-kind gaming character. This device will not only perform its function perfectly, but also look great!
 
Ergonomic design 
What sets the V70 mouse apart is its well-thought-out and ergonomic design. It will lie perfectly in your hand, and thanks to the anti-slip
layer, it will not slip out of your hand, even during a very exciting game. From now on you can play for hours without feeling fatigue!
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Producer 
Motospeed
Model
V70
Size 
123,45 × 65,77 × 39,30 mm
Cable length 
1,8 m
DPI
500 / 800 / 1200 / 1600 / 2400 / 3200 / 6000 / 12000
Color 
Black

Price:

€ 22.00
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